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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10101-10146
B. MEX W 12151. 29 November 1933

ZRBUILD DRYVOUR

1. IN ADDITION MEXI PLANS REP A AND 2 EDQS SUGGESTIONS REP B, FOLL VARIATIONS FOR MEXI CONSIDERATION.

2. IN CONNECTION PARA 2A REP A SUGGEST CONSIDER MEANS ATTRIBUTING FREE MEAL INVITATIONS TO SOV EMBASSY. WHEN PAYING FOR INVITATIONS STATION ASSET COULD ASK PRINTER TO MAKE BILL AND RECEIPT OUT TO SOV EMBASSY. THESE COULD LATER BE SURFACED.

3. IF SITUATION AT FAIR PRINTED AND MEXI ADDICTS CAN DO, SUGGEST MEXI CONSIDER HAVING QUANTITY CURLED LABELS PRINTED HAVING THAT "MANUFACTURED IN CHINA WITH HELP FROM THE SOVIETS" IN SPANISH, FOR PLACING ON MERCHANDISE ADVERTISED.

END OF MESSAGE

UN CIT: "No Station arrangement plans for Chico Trade fair.
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